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Abstract (en)
Rotary-drum laundry dryer (1) comprising an outer casing (2) having a front wall (2a) and a rear wall (2b), a rotatable drum (3) which is structured
for housing the laundry to be dried and is fixed in axially rotating manner inside the casing (2), and a hot-air generator (6) structured to circulate a
stream of hot air (f) through the rotatable drum (3); said rotatable drum (3) comprising a substantially cylindrical, tubular body (3) having its front rim
(3f) faced to the front wall (2a) of the casing (2) and its rear rim (3r) faced to the rear wall (2b) of the casing (2); the rear wall (2b) of the casing (2)
comprising an inner section (13) and an outer section (14) that form/delimit in between themselves a inner cavity (15) which is fluidly connected to
the hot-air generator (6); a central portion (13c) of the inner section (13) of the rear wall (2b) being furthermore permeable to air, so as to put the
inside of tubular body (3) in communication with the inner cavity (15); the rotary-drum laundry dryer (1) being characterized in that the rear wall (2b)
of the casing (2) furthermore comprises an air-deflector member (22) which is fitted/ housed into the inner cavity (15) of the rear wall (2b) and is
shaped/structured so as to channel the stream of hot air (f) that enters into the inner cavity (15) towards the permeable-to-air central portion (13c) of
the inner section (13) of the rear wall (2b) or vice versa, while at same time keeping said stream of hot air (f) away from the peripheral border of said
inner cavity (15).
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